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TrigIt™ trigger by 2BOX
2Box releases a new line of acoustic drum triggers. The TrigIt
range comprises a stereo trigger for snare drum and toms, and a
special trigger for the kick. Also a TrigIt set will be available that
comes with 4 pcs. of the stereo trigger and one kick trigger. The
triggers are compatible with almost every electronic drum module
on the market and offer a lightning fast trigger response, a natural
dynamic range, and consistent trigger accuracy. More information
on www.2box.se.
Our goal was to design a trigger that not only looks good on every
acoustic drum kit but also offers a superior trigger performance.
The new TrigIt acoustic triggers are designed to give the drummer a
long trouble free triggering experience.
The upper part of the trigger is extremely durable and made from
satin polished metal that not only looks sleek but will not detract
from the look of the drum kit. The trigger will sit firmly on the rim,
and the rubber sleeve will avoid any unwanted scratches and also
prevents the trigger from sliding.
The sensor cushion is made from a specially designed durable
material that will always stay where placed and keeps the sensor in
the right position. This guarantees a long-life use and a steady
pressure on the head for a perfect tracking.
Unlike other triggers on the market the TrigIt triggers come with
our extensive long-life transducer sensor that offers a lightning fast
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response, a natural dynamic range, and consistent trigger accuracy.
Thanks to the dynamic response of our trigger design, the trigger is
able to track the playing from the slightest stroke to the hardest
strike.
The TrigIt triggers feature a standard ¼” stereo jack connector for a
good reason. The jacks are approved for decades and offer great
reliability also on a professional tour. The sideward placed position
allows the cable to always stay in place.
Of course our new triggers are compatible with almost every
electronic drum module on the market and let the drummer get the
maximum of performance due to the superior trigger behavior.
Obviously the triggers are optimized to match perfectly with our
own open sound system - DrumIt Five Sound module.
There will be two versions of TrigIt acoustic triggers plus a complete
set of them.
The Kick TrigIt trigger is mono and comes with a special
plastic/rubber protection washer to protect wooden hoops from
damage and to allow for a steady sensor position.
The Stereo TrigIt trigger is designed to be used on snare drums and
toms. Two independent sensors offer a separated signal for head
and rim. This makes a natural playing with rim and head sound
possible or gives creative drummers the opportunity to use two
different sounds on one drum.
The TrigIt trigger set comes with 4 pcs. of the stereo trigger and
one kick trigger.
Along with the release of the new TrigIt acoustic triggers there will
be an updated OS for the DrumIt Five with additional features to
optimize the trigger performance when connecting the new triggers
to the DrumIt Five sound module.
TrigIt trigger are shipping now.
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Suggested retail prices (ex VAT):
TrigIt Stereo trigger
€ 50,TrigIt Kick trigger
€ 58,TrigIt Trigger set
€ 226,-

For more information please contact: info@2box-drums.com
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